
ALUMA-BRITE...Performance In Action.

FAST ACTING. ALUMA-BRITE is a blend of
phosphoric and hydrofluoric acids designed for
rapidly removingdirt, exhaustdeposits and oxide
films from aluminum truck and trailer bodies.
PERFORMANCEBENEFIT: Saves labor time.
Saves maintenance costs. Saves money.

CONCENTRATED ECONOMY. ALUMA-
BRITEofferscontrolledcleaningpower. Dilutions
from 1:20 to1:40 allow the user tomatch dilutions
to the job.
PERFORMANCE BENEFIT: Reduces
maintenance costs. Saves inventory costs.

SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR
ALUMINUM. ALUMA-BRITE is specially
formulatedforuseonaluminumandstainlesssteel
only. Produces a smooth, clean satin finish on
aluminum, eliminating the dangerous reflective
glare on highway trailers.
PERFORMANCE BENEFIT: Superior
performance. Reduces risk of injury due to
blinding glare.

NO STREAKING. ALUMA-BRITEcleansand
brightens aluminum and stainless steel almost
instantaneouslyuponcontact,reducing thechance
of streakingdue toprolonged exposure to the sun
and wind.
PERFORMANCE BENEFIT: High efficiency
of product reduces maintenance costs.

ALUMA-BRITE
Aluminum Renovator
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APPLICATIONS

ALUMA-BRITE is a fast-acting liquid
concentrate for cleaning and brightening
aluminum and stainless steel highway
trailersand truckbodies. ALUMA-BRITE
removes dirt, road film, black diesel
exhaust deposits, water deposits, scale
andoxidation.

DIRECTIONS

Mix 1 partALUMA-BRITE with 20-40 parts
water in a plastic bucket or barrel. Rinse
off loose dirt, then starting at the bottom,
apply ALUMA-BRITE solution with mop,
brush or pressure sprayer, scrubbing
extremely dirty spots where necessary.
Apply ALUMA-BRITE solution to a small
area at a time so that thorough rinsing
may be accomplished before drying.
Rinsing should be started at the top.
Rinse down thoroughly. Be sure to go over
the area several times with clear water.
To avoid streaking, do not allowALUMA-
BRITE solution to dry on surface. Mix only
in plastic or plastic lined containers.

TECHNICALDATA

Composition: Organicsolvents,
surfactants,acid
blend

Type: Water-based
pH: < 1.0
Hazards: Corrosive & toxic
Odor: Pungent acid
Color: Clear
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